My Final Answer to Larry Becraft and Bob Hurt, Et Alia.

By Anna Von Reitz

Tired of Arguing With Family and Lawyers and Everyone Else.
Here's my reply to Larry Becraft, Bob Hurt, and all the other Bar Attorneys and everyone else in
denial.
Here is your answer. Quick, easy, utterly authoritative. It's not just Grandma telling you (or all the
Doubting Thomases you know) the Truth about the Banks and Politicians and Bar Associations and
Political Parties and the history behind all this.
Read it, download it, print it, reproduce it, share it ---- and weep for how gullible we've been.
We, the Sheeple v. the Banksters:
https://www.scribd.com/document/100879878/We-The-Sheeple-Vs-the-Banksters
Larry, I have had to deal with thousands of people like you, certainly hundreds of Bar Attorneys. It's always the
same. You always deny everything, right down to the point where you can't deny anymore---and then you fall
silent.

You just stop arguing, because you know you can't win, you can't explain, you can't pull the
necessary evidence --- even falsified evidence --- out of your hat, anymore.
So you go silent. And you wait a few days or weeks or months or years and then you come
barreling out of your silence and you whack away at me (and others, too) until, once again,
you are forced into silence.
Oddly, after being repeatedly reduced to silence, you still don't bother to inquire into the
information that quashed you so completely that you had nothing left to say. You never reply
to that. You just let it lay and apparently hope that it won't be dredged back up and used to
silence you again.
So I am tired of this game. This is the slam-dunk, the reiteration of so many arguments we
have had, only this time, it's not just me reducing you to silence and begging for your honest
contemplation.
https://www.scribd.com/document/100879878/We-The-Sheeple-Vs-the-Banksters

Try to discredit all the witnesses lined up in the 384 pages above and come back and try to
prove that I am an ignorant madwoman leading people astray. Or just stay silent to the rest of
your days.

